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We’re engaged!

I

James Sparshott
Head of Local Authorities
Legal & General Investment Management

“All parties in the
investment chain
have a role to play
in changing and
impacting company
and regulatory
policies to ensure
that the market is
supporting longterm and
sustainable
economic growth.”

t’s crucial for investors that
stewardship is effective. We believe
companies that demonstrate good
corporate governance and have
sustainable business policies will generate
long-term superior financial benefits for
their shareholders. Effective stewardship
means working with companies to ensure
that they have a diverse and skilled board,
and a robust approach towards topics
such as management recruitment and
succession, remuneration, sustainability,
risk management and shareholder and
employee rights. The ultimate goal is to
ensure that company management align
their business objectives with the longterm interests of shareholders such as the
LGPS.
As the LGPS undertakes the significant
exercise of creating asset pools, the issue
of stewardship has increasingly started to
take centre stage. Pooling has created
unprecedented opportunity for the LGPS
to improve corporate governance across
the market, but questions nonetheless
remain around who is best placed to
leverage this scale most effectively, and in
what ways.
All parties in the investment chain have a
role to play in changing and impacting
company and regulatory policies to ensure
that the market is supporting long-term
and sustainable economic growth. To
have the most effective influence and
impact, these parties will need to work in
partnership to speak with a consistent
voice. Choosing managers with the scale
and expertise to engage effectively with
companies on your behalf, and holding
those managers to account for their
stewardship, is one way in which LGPS
pools can fulfil their own stewardship
duties to their members.

Leveraging the benefits of scale
An important benefit of choosing an asset
manager
to
undertake
effective
stewardship and engagement activities on
your behalf is that these are often
complex, resource-intensive exercises
which are best performed by dedicated
and experienced teams. Entrusting an
experienced manager with these
responsibilities would allow the newlyformed pools to focus time and energy on
their day-to-day fiduciary responsibilities.
In addition to preserving resources,
another advantage for pools is that asset
managers can leverage their entire scale to
deliver significant impact with these
stewardship activities. Fund managers can
use their position as significant long-term
shareholders to influence the companies
they invest in, and change their behaviour
for the benefit of clients. Companies value
shareholders they can trust to provide
advice and feedback on a wide range of
investment topics. The strength of
relationships, alongside scale and breadth
of knowledge, is fundamental to being
able to influence and change behaviours
rather than just create “noise”.

Clients have an important role to
play
When asset managers undertake
stewardship duties on behalf of their
clients, the clients they represent have an
important voice in the dialogue. The pools
should challenge their existing asset
managers to integrate their views and
concerns into existing policies, and hold
managers to account for delivering against
the pools’ stewardship objectives.
The largest shareholdings are often owned
by the biggest index fund managers, who
are important in changing market
dynamics. As such, healthy pressure from
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clients on all asset managers to use their
shareholding and access to engage and
vote on ESG issues is crucial for
meaningful change to occur. The pooling
of LGPS assets to achieve scale, and to
push for a unified agenda across the
market, is a positive move. However, it
should not mean that the pools no longer
hold their asset managers to account for
their actions.

Voting: one tool among many
Debates around stewardship will often
tend to centre on the issue of voting, with
asset owners commonly under the
impression that voting is the single most
impactful way of expressing their views. It
is true that stewardship cannot be
separated from voting and should be
central for all clients. However, asset
owners should be aware that voting is just
one part of the asset manager’s
stewardship toolkit. The aim of informed
voting is to exercise shareholder rights in
order to change a company’s current
approach or policy and impact the market
as a whole. To help achieve these goals,
and to speak to companies with one
consistent voice, voting has to be fully
integrated with other engagement
activities.
As Professor Kay noted in his 2012 review
of UK equity markets and long-term
decision making, good governance and
stewardship relates to “the oversight of
capital allocation within companies”
overall, not just to ESG issues. In pushing
companies to develop long-term,
sustainable business strategies, asset
managers should engage with companies
on a wide variety of issues that will extend
beyond the usual shareholder resolutions
(while at the same time not abstaining
from voting). The FRC Stewardship Code
recognises that these issues sometimes

"The aim of informed voting is to exercise
shareholder rights in order to change a
company’s current approach or policy and
impact the market as a whole."
require different forms of company
engagement, stating that “stewardship is
more than just voting”.
The LGPS pools should assess their
existing managers on the full range of
stewardship capabilities, not just the
ability to process votes, in order to ensure
that their voices will be heard.

Passive investors, active owners
When active investors take issue with the
management or behaviours of a particular
company, and fear that they may
negatively affect future investment
returns, their usual response is to sell it
from their portfolio. Index investors, who
cannot “vote with their feet” by selling a
stock purely on the grounds of poor
corporate governance, may seem
somewhat powerless by comparison.
However, index investors have the
considerable advantage of being long-term
trusted advisers to the management and
the boards of the companies in which they
invest. Consistent long-term engagement
leads to a robust process for actively
escalating concerns around company
behaviour and ensuring maximum impact.

Long-term index investors can
create value through engagement
The recent merger between SAB Miller
PLC and AB Inbev, the fourth largest
merger of all time, is a recent example of
where LGIM was able to create value for

clients
through
direct
company
engagement. As a top ten shareholder of
SAB Miller and trusted long-term
investor, we have held extensive dialogue
with the company over many years on a
wide range of topics. When AB Inbev first
offered £42.15 per share for the company,
SAB Miller was under substantial pressure
from hedge funds to accept the bid. We
held timely, sensitive and discreet
discussions with the Chairman on the bid
process and price, and consulted major
shareholders on both sides of the bid
before delivering one coherent message:
remain independent unless the price
improves. An improved final offer of £45
per share followed, yielding significant
extra value for investors.

Tackling the biggest issues affecting
long-term returns
There are other crucial areas whereby
voting is inadequate on its own as a
means of driving industry-wide, long-term
change on a global scale. Climate change,
in particular, requires a policy that
extends far beyond simply voting.
Impacting the way in which companies
prepare for the transition to a low-carbon
future requires ongoing dialogue with a
broad range of stakeholders. Asset
managers can only fulfil their stewardship
duties in this area by coordinating their
engagement efforts with other asset
managers, industry bodies, regulators,
governments at home and abroad in order
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to drive change. Where asset managers
have stewardship capabilities that are
limited simply to processing votes, the
capacity for those managers to affect longterm change in important areas such as
these, on behalf of their clients, is heavily
compromised.

Split voting is complex and
introduces additional risk
The issue of split voting is most often
raised by pension providers who are
concerned with adequately and fairly
representing the views of their members.
However, while split voting may seem at
first glance like an effective way of
ensuring their investors’ voices are heard,
it can often have the opposite effect.
There are three key issues with split voting
which investors need to keep in mind.

Firstly, it dilutes the impact of engagement
as it removes the asset manager’s ability to
speak with one voice across all of their
holdings, compromising the benefits of
scale for investors. Secondly, it reduces the
weight, in terms of share ownership,
behind each competing position. Finally,
the complex and highly manual nature of
split voting introduces operational and
reputational risks due to the structure of
the entire investment chain. We therefore
need to use it sparingly, to avoid
constraining the resources of the asset
manager which could be better allocated
to more effective forms of engagement,
and to reduce risk for clients.
We recommend that LGPS pools challenge
their managers to ensure that their views
and votes are incorporated, proceeding
with one strong voice that leverages the
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scale of the manager and represents the
best interests of all shareholders.
Additionally, the LGPS could use their
voice to call for improved efficiencies
throughout the investment chain. A
number of industry and investor-led
projects are already underway.

Making stewardship count
The stewardship benefits of pooling
should be significant for the LGPS and its
members, and will have the positive
effects of driving better company
behaviour and creating sustainable longterm returns for all shareholders.
Stewardship should be an embedded,
complimentary service undertaken on
behalf of all clients, satisfying the costsaving requirement of the pooling exercise
more broadly.

